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Tuneable synthetic reduced graphene oxide
scaffolds elicit high levels of three-dimensional
glioblastoma interconnectivity in vitro†

Christopher J. Brown, a Thomas Simon, b Chiara Cilibrasi, c

Peter J. Lynch, a Rhiannon W. Harries, a Aline Amorim Graf, a

Matthew J. Large, a Sean P. Ogilvie, a Jonathan P. Salvage, d

Alan B. Dalton, a Georgios Giamas c and Alice A. K. King *a

Three-dimensional tissue scaffolds have utilised nanomaterials to great effect over the last decade. In

particular, scaffold design has evolved to consider mechanical structure, morphology, chemistry,

electrical properties, and of course biocompatibility – all vital to the performance of the scaffold and how

successful they are in developing cell cultures. We have developed an entirely synthetic and tuneable

three-dimensional scaffold of reduced graphene oxide (rGO) that shows good biocompatibility, and

favourable mechanical properties as well as reasonable electrical conductivity. Importantly, the synthesis is

scaleable and suitable for producing scaffolds of any desired geometry and size, and we observe a high

level of biocompatibility and cell proliferation for multiple cell lines. In particular, one of the most

devastating forms of malignant brain cancer, glioblastoma (GBM), grows especially well on our rGO

scaffold in vitro, and without the addition of response-specific growth factors. We have observed that our

scaffold elicits spontaneous formation of a high degree of intercellular connections across the GBM

culture. This phenomenon is not well documented in vitro and nothing similar has been observed in

synthetic scaffolds without the use of response-specific growth factors – which risk obscuring any

potential phenotypic behaviour of the cells. The use of scaffolds like ours, which are not subject to the

limitations of existing two-dimensional substrate technologies, provide an excellent system for further

investigation into the mechanisms behind the rapid proliferation and success of cancers like GBM. These

synthetic scaffolds can advance our understanding of these malignancies in the pursuit of improved

theranostics against them.

Introduction

Nanomaterial technologies have been developed in many
morphologies including two-dimensional films, liquid cells
and hydrogels, and three-dimensional aerogels and foams. Foam
technologies have found applications in energy generation and
storage devices,1 sensing and wearable electronics,2 filtration
and storage3 of gases and ions, and within biomedical research4

and tissue engineering.5 Indeed, throughout the last decade,
nanomaterials have been increasingly utilised in biological and
medical applications;6 finding uses in diagnostic procedures,7 as
vectors for drug delivery8 through mechanisms such as
internalisation,9 as scaffolds and substrates10 for tissue engineering
and regenerative medicine,11 and for the modelling of diseases
such as Alzheimer’s.12 The novel and diverse chemical, mechanical,
and electronic properties of such materials offer a vast palette of
avenues for exploration within biomedical research.13 Of these,
graphene and its derivatives such as graphene oxide (GO), are
particularly attractive options.14 Carbon-based nanomaterials tend
to offer good biocompatibility, and well-documented chemistries
that are open to a range of potentially helpful functionalisations.15

Graphene, whilst broadly applicable and well characterisable,16 is
experimentally difficult and expensive to both manufacture and
process in industrially useful quantities, often requiring harsh
solvents and surfactants to do so. While the use of graphene
technologies in biomedical applications has been relatively well
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investigated,17 there remains a complex and expansive landscape of
potential applications, with much uncharted territory to explore.

A less thoroughly investigated member of the graphene
derivatives, GO is particularly suited to such research as it is
well understood chemically,18 it offers the opportunity for
simple, scaleable solution processing, and it can be easily
reduced into reduced graphene oxide (rGO). The reduction
process partially recovers many of the desirable properties of
graphene such as high conductivity and hydrophobicity.19 For
biomedical applications, this also allows for aqueous processing
pre-reduction, and the reduction step then prevents dissolution
of the scaffold in cell media – therefore rGO represents a viable
alternative to graphene that is both much easier and much
cheaper to manufacture and process.

Glioblastoma (GBM) is the most common form of malignant
brain tumour, and is known to be particularly aggressive.20 One
of the most pertinent reasons for the belligerence of GBM is
how efficiently the cancer is able to avoid even the most
intensive conventional combination treatments.21 GBM
tumours are self-supporting; by a number of means including
angiogenesis and vascular co-option, they grow as highly
vascularised masses which can mimic and remodel existing
vasculature to readily support the rapid proliferation of the
cancer.22,23 One of the most intriguing routes that GBM takes to
vascularise uses the transdifferentiation of glioblastoma stem-like
cells (GSCs) into endothelial cells. The mechanisms by which this
transdifferentiation occur are elusive; they are particularly hard to
observe naturally, and are therefore not very well documented.
The process can be forced to occur in vitro via the use of targeted
external signals and growth factors,24,25 but these observations are
not necessarily representative of the processes as they occur
in vivo, nor do they give insight into the phenotypic behaviour
of the cells without external drivers. Previous studies have shown
strong evidence for the differentiation and transdifferentiation of
GSCs for vascularisation26–28 but were unable to entirely remove
the possibility of vascular co-option and growth factor-driven
changes, wherein growth factors specifically encouraged
endothelial cell fates.

In this work, we have developed a tuneable, porous, three-
dimensional rGO foam via a simple and scaleable lyophilisation
process, followed by thermal reduction (Fig. 1) – allowing us to
develop a favourable tissue scaffold whilst avoiding both the
challenges that accompany the processing of pristine graphene,
and the limitations of two-dimensional substrates.29,30 By care-
fully modifying steps throughout the method, our process offers
multiple opportunities to control the resultant foam properties.
Considered changes to the procedure at either the precursor
dispersion or reduction stages, or to the initial freezing conditions
(and thereby altering the crystallite formation), can yield control-
lable effects upon any of foam chemistry, density, pore size
distribution, pore alignment,31 mechanical stiffness, electrical
conductivity, and foam solubility.32 We have used our rGO foam
as a macrostructured porous scaffold on which to successfully
culture GBM cells from multiple GBM cell lines as monocultures
in standard cell media, without the use of any additional growth
factors that would target specific cell responses. Lack of such

growth factors demonstrates that the observed cell development is
not driven by external interactions the surrounding tissue, but
only from any inherent phenotypic behaviour of the GBM cells
or GSCs.

Experimental
Materials & synthesis of rGO foams

‘Highly concentrated’ GO was purchased from Graphenea, as a
gel at 2.5 wt%, with 495% monolayer content as measured at
0.05 wt%.

An aqueous colloidal dispersion of GO was diluted with
de-ionised (DI) water into a dispersion of the desired wt%. DI
water was used to introduce as few impurities and ionised
particulates into the foams as possible. Impurities in the
precursor dispersion, which could be introduced by using
non-DI water, could impact both the mechanical and electrical
properties of the resulting foam scaffolds as well as providing
the potential for toxicity to the cells under study. The diluted
precursor dispersion was then cast into a mould of desired
geometry, frozen in a conventional freezer at approximately
�18.5 1C, and lyophilised with a Labconco ‘FreeZone 2.5’ into a
low-density foam. This mould-based liquid processing means
that there is in principle no limit to the size and shape of the
sample, which is beneficial when designing a scaffold for a
specific application. After synthesis, the GO foams were thermally
reduced into rGO for three hours at low pressure, P E 1 mBar,
and set temperature T = 150 1C in a Memmert vacuum oven.
This procedure is detailed schematically in Fig. 1. Reduction was
undertaken until no further change in conductivity was observed
and the samples had recovered a metallic lustre (Fig. S1, ESI†).

Material characterisation

Foam mechanical properties were tested through compression
cycles using a Stable Micro Systems ‘TA.XT+’ texture analyser,
fitted with a 5 kg load cell and operating with a compression
test speed of 0.05 mm s�1, an automatic force trigger at 0.1 g,
and a target strain of 15%. Multiple cycles of compression were
completed, and associated stress, s, versus strain, e, curves were
recorded. From these, it was possible to find the Young’s

Fig. 1 Schematic detailing the synthesis of our rGO foam. Synthesis starts
with an aqueous colloidal dispersion, which is cast into a mould, and then
sequentially frozen, lyophilised, and thermally reduced into a macroporous
rGO foam that is insoluble in water.
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modulus of each sample, Y, by simply taking the gradient of the
initial linear part of the curve, Y = ds/de.

Foam conductivity was determined with a transmission line
measurement, involving collection of current–voltage curves at
various distances throughout the sample to determine the
sample resistance, R, whilst minimising the influence of
contact resistances. The current–voltage curves were collected
with a Textronix ‘Keithley 2614B’ two probe system, operating
in a �20–20 V range with 0.02 V steps between measurements.
The resistances were then combined with measurements of the
foam geometry in order to determine the conductivity, sDC,
where sDC = 1/Rst, with Rs the sample sheet resistance,
computed from the gradient of a plot of R against l/w, with l
the distance between measurement lines, w the width of the
transmission line itself, and t the thickness of the foam sample.

Control of foam properties

The full foam synthesis method provides many opportunities to
alter various foam properties in a controlled manner, within
the limits of the foam being self-supporting. By adjusting
aspects of the precursor dispersion such as the weight-
percent solids content or by the addition of particular additives
or dilutants, it is possible to reliably control foam chemistry,
density and mechanical stiffness. Further changes can be made at
the initial freezing stage – the rate of freezing and the direction of
the temperature gradient in the freezing environment can affect
both the size distribution of pores in the foam, as well as the
general pore shape and alignment.31 In turn, these factors affect
the overall mechanical properties of the foam, and how it would
interact with cells as a scaffold. Finally, the reduction parameters
can be adjusted to affect foam properties.19 By choosing whether
to reduce the foam fully or only partially, it is possible to control
the electrical conductivity and the foam’s solubility in water, again
changing the foam’s performance as a cell scaffold.

In this study, the focus was on controlling the foam stiffness
by adjusting the solids content of the precursor GO dispersion
to a balance of structural integrity while still allowing sufficient
cell growth and motility. A reliable balance of this was found at
2.00 wt% precursor solids content.

Cell cultures

U87 and LN18 GBM cells (ATCC) were maintained in minimum
essential medium (MEM, Sigma-Aldrich) and Dulbecco’s
modified eagle medium (DMEM, Sigma-Aldrich) respectively.
Cell line culture medium was supplemented with 100 units mL�1

penicillin, 100mg mL�1 streptomycin, 2 mM L-glutamine (PSG,
Sigma-Aldrich) and 10% heat inactivated fetal bovine serum
(FBS, First Link). GS090 cells (GBM patient-derived stem cells)
were a kind gift from Dr David Nathanson, University of
California, Los Angeles. GBM stem cells were isolated from
GBM tumor samples following local Ethical Board approval.
The GBM stem cells were maintained as neurospheres in
(DMEM/F-12, Sigma-Aldrich) supplemented with B-27 without
Vitamin A (Life Technologies), Hu EGF (20mg mL�1), Hu FGF-b
(8mg mL�1), Heparin (2 mg mL�1), 100 units mL�1 penicillin,
100mg mL�1 streptomycin, and Glutamax (Invitrogen). HUVEC

(ATCC) were maintained in F-12K medium (F-12K, Sigma-
Aldrich) supplemented with 100 units mL�1 penicillin,
100mg mL�1 streptomycin, 0.1 mg mL�1 heparin (Sigma-Aldrich),
30 mg mL�1 endothelial cell growth supplement (Fisher Scientific)
and 10% heat inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS, First Link).

Cell studies – rGO foam scaffolds

Cells were incubated at 37 1C in a humidified atmosphere at
5% CO2. Cells were seeded in 6-well plates containing 2.00 wt%
rGO foams and grown for 21 days before being fixed using
4% paraformaldehyde. Medium was changed twice a week.
Foams were sterilised with UV-Ozone treatment for 30 minutes
in a PSD Series Digital UV Ozone System fitted with an Ozone
Elimination System (Novascan) prior to cell culture.

Cell cultures – cell counts and viability

All cell count experiments were performed on either blank PET
slips, or PET slips with a 200 mm rod-coated rGO film. For the
rGO films, GO at 2.00 wt% was cast onto blank PET, rod coated
to 200 mm thickness, air dried, and then thermally reduced into
rGO for three hours at low pressure, P E 1 mBar, and set
temperature T = 150 1C in a vacuum oven (Memmert). Both PET
and rGO/PET slips were sterilised with UV-Ozone treatment for
30 minutes in a PSD Series Digital UV Ozone System fitted with
an Ozone Elimination System (Novascan) prior to cell culture.

For the Trypan blue dye exclusion assay, 20 000 cells well�1

were cultured in a 24-well plate in the presence of either blank
PET or PET and rGO. After 3 and 5 days, cells were stained
using the Trypan blue dye (ThermoFisher) to count cell
numbers and determine the viability. The results reported are
the mean of three biological replicates.

For the Cell Titer Glo measurement, 3000 cells well�1 were
cultured in a 96-well plate in the presence of either blank PET
or PET and rGO. After 3 and 5 days, 100 mL of Cell Titer Glo
reagent (Promega) were added to each well and luminescence
was recorded with a plate reader (Promega GloMax Multi
Detection System). The results reported are the mean of three
biological replicates.

For the crystal violet measurement, 3000 cells well�1 were
cultured in a 96-well plate in the presence of either blank PET
or PET and rGO. After 3 and 5 days, cells were fixed with 4%
PFA for 15 minutes. Plates were then washed 3 times with PBS.
Cells were stained with 100 mL of 0.1% crystal violet (as weight
per unit volume of solution) in 10% ethanol for 20 minutes and
plates were washed 3 times in PBS and left to air dry overnight.
The day after, the bound dye was solubilized by adding 100 mL
of 10% acetic acid. The absorbance at 590 nm was recorded
with a plate reader (Promega GloMax Multi Detection System).
The results reported are the mean of three biological replicates.

Scanning electron microscopy

A Zeiss SIGMA field emission gun scanning electron micro-
scope (SEM) with Zeiss in-lens secondary electron detector was
operated with a 1.00 kV electron high tension, and with typical
working distances in the region of 3 mm. The rGO foam
samples themselves have an innate conductivity so no further
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sample preparation was necessary prior to the electron microscopy,
other than mounting the foam onto SEM sample stubs with carbon
tape. To mount the samples, the foam was cut and attached to SEM
stubs in multiple different orientations with carbon tape to image
the sample from multiple directions, including cross-sections.
To help clarify SEM images of cell culture samples, they were false
coloured in blue to highlight any cell-derived structures.

Determination of average pore diameter

From SEM images, an estimate of average foam pore size was
calculated by taking two measurements of pore diameters in
opposing directions for each identifiable pore in an image. The
numerical average of these two measurements was computed,
as well as an associated uncertainty, which was estimated as
half the difference of the two measurements for each pore.

These were combined into a weighted mean, Dp; as well as a
statistical standard error on the weighted mean, sDp

; where

Dp ¼

P
i

wiDp
iP

i

wi
; and sDp

¼ sDp �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX
i

w
02
i

r
;

in which Dpi
are the individual pore diameter measurements,

wi and w
0
i are the standard and normalised statistical weights

on each measurement respectively, and sDp
is the standard

deviation of the measured pore diameters.

Fluorescence microscopy

An Olympus ‘BX53M’ optical microscope fitted with a ‘U-MIXR’
fluorescence attachment was used to image samples in both
standard optical and fluorescent regimes, using both bright-field
and dark-field modes and varying magnifications as appropriate.

For fluorescence imaging, cells were stained to highlight the
expression of the CD34 protein. Cells were fixed with a 4% PFA
prior to permeabilisation. Cell staining was undertaken by
preparing a 1% permeabilising solution of mild Triton-X 100
in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS); a 10% blocking solution of
heat-inactivated normal goat serum blocking reagent (Alexa
Fluor, Invitrogen) in PBS; a 1 : 1000 solution of mouse IgG1
CD34 monoclonal antibody (Thermo Fisher Scientific) in a 1%
blocking solution in PBS; and a 1 : 1000 solution of 488 nm goat
anti-mouse fluorophore (Alexa Fluor, Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS.
Then, by the conventional sequential washing of the samples
with permeabilising solution, blocking solution, CD34 antibody
solution, and fluorophore solution, and respective incubations
of the sample to allow the various solutions to take effect, the
samples were stained to highlight the expression of CD34.

Results and discussion

Two particularly useful aspects of GO as a scaffold material are that
it is easy to synthesise,33 so it is readily commercially available, and
after its initial synthesis it is easy and environmentally friendly to
process as an aqueous solution without the need for any additives
or surfactants. The fact that GO can be liquid-processed allows for
the precursor dispersion to be moulded to any desired scaffold

geometry before lyophilising into a dry GO foam. Since the shape is
dictated only by the choice of mould before freezing, any number of
different shapes are theoretically possible, making it easy to ensure
morphological compatibility with real tissues. In addition, the size
of the scaffold is restricted only by the size of the freeze dryer; with
an industrial freeze dryer, it would in principle be possible to make
large scaffolds. Conveniently, the inherent solubility of GO in water
can be removed via simple thermal reduction into rGO without the
need for any cytotoxic reducing agents that could result in a less
biocompatible scaffold. This reduction step leaves a non-cytotoxic
scaffold of easily engineered size and shape which maintains its
integrity in water, making it robust to biological studies that require
aqueous cell media. The reduction step also recovers some
electrical conductivity within the scaffold; the foam conductivity
increased from around 10�4 S m�1 as GO up to conductivities of
order 10�1 S m�1 as rGO (Fig. S1, ESI†). The electrical conductivity
is beneficial as it enables SEM imaging without the need for any
further treatment or coating, and it is thought that it may aid the
growth of cells that expect a conductive microenvironment such as
those within the central nervous system.34,35 There is also the
potential for electrical stimulation of cell colonies,4,36,37 though
this is not investigated in this work.

The mechanical stiffness of the foam scaffold is an important
parameter, as stiffness is one of the foremost external cues that
can dictate cell development, particularly in the case of stem
cells.38 Cells are known to change their behaviour to preferen-
tially develop along certain pathways when grown in conditions
which offer specific microenvironments that mimic those that
the cells would encounter in vivo.39,40 For a tissue scaffold to
grow GBM cells successfully, it must offer a mechanical stiffness
close to that of brain tissue.41 Ideally, one would be able to tailor
the properties of a scaffold – tuning the material to suit the cells
under study, and help to encourage their proliferation in a way
that closely mirrors their in vivo behaviour.42 In addition, one
could tune the scaffold to vary cell behaviours; the scaffold could
be purpose-made to selectively encourage cell development and
to promote the differentiation of stem cells along certain

Fig. 2 Mechanical properties for brain tissues of different species, and of
other tissue scaffolds designed for brain cell research, as reported in
literature (Table S2, ESI†). Where the modulus was not explicitly provided,
these values were calculated by computing the ratio of stress to strain in
the linear region of the data values as quoted in the literature.
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pathways,43 for example. The synthesised foams in this work
were found to have low and tuneable Young’s moduli, typically

in the region of 2–20 kPa, (Fig. 2 and 3c), by varying the precursor
dispersion solids content.

This compares favourably with other brain tissue scaffolds
in the literature,44–47 which show moduli generally in the range
1–20 kPa (Fig. 2), and is significantly different to, for example,
scaffolds for vascular tissue engineering which have Young’s
modulus of order MPa.48 Brain tissue is known to have a
Young’s modulus that varies with all of region,49 matter
type,50 age,51 myelin content,52 and species44,50,52,53 but is
typically in the region of 10–20 kPa in humans (Fig. 2), so our
rGO scaffold is a promising candidate for studies of cells that
would expect such tissues, such as GBM.

It has been shown that different scaffold morphologies give
rise to a range of cell-scaffold effects.54 In particular for porous
scaffold technologies, pore size plays an important role in cell
seeding efficiency,55 cell attachment and proliferation,56 and
overall cell function.57 From SEM imaging, it was observed that
our rGO foams also had a relatively uniform, macroporous
structure (Fig. 3a and b), with average pore diameters of
(199 � 13) mm. Morphologically, this compares to other

Fig. 3 Physical properties of GO foam and rGO foam scaffold. (a) and (b) SEM
images showing the typical porous structure of the dry 2.00 wt% foam.
(c) Scaffold Young’s modulus increases linearly with solid contents in the foam,
demonstrating control over scaffold properties. Inset is an optical photograph
of a whole foam scaffold sample showing cylindrical mould geometry.

Fig. 4 Demonstration of biocompatibility and the suitability of rGO foams as tissue scaffolds. (a) Optical micrographs of masses of GBM cells grown on our
rGO foam scaffolds, with white arrows showing cells, and blue arrows demarking the rGO scaffold. (b) Optical micrograph of a large mass of GBM cells
grown on the foam, with most of the foam having been broken up and removed from the sample, with white arrows showing cells, and blue arrows again
demarking the rGO scaffold. (c) SEM image of U87 cells grown on the rGO foam scaffold. This has been false coloured for clarity, and shows excellent cell
coverage on the foams across multiple cell lines. (d) Plot of cell count over time comparing a blank PET control substrate to an rGO/PET substrate, both in a
24-well plate. Results reported are the mean of three biological replicates. Cell viability was consistently measured between 95% and 100% for both
conditions across all biological replicates. (e) Plot of cell luminescence in the presence of Cell Titer Glo reagent, comparing a blank PET control substrate to
an rGO/PET substrate, both in a 96-well plate. Results reported are the mean of three biological replicates. From the cell count measurements, cell viability
was computed, and these results are shown inset. (f) Plot of cell absorbance at 590 nm, with cells stained with 0.1% crystal violet solution, comparing a blank
PET control substrate to an rGO/PET substrate, both in a 96-well plate. Results reported are the mean of three biological replicates. (d)–(f) suggest that the
rGO chemistry is suitably biocompatible; we see no cytotoxicity and good cell viability, albeit with a somewhat decreased growth rate. The asterisk notation
denotes that these measurements have certain statistical p-values, as calculated from two-way ANOVA tests with Šı́dák’s multiple comparisons tests.
Statistical probabilities of p r 0.05, 0.001, and 0.0001 are demarked as *, ***, and **** respectively. SEM images without additional false colouring, as well as
some additional SEM from GS090 and HUVEC lines, and optical images are provided for reference in Fig. S3 and S4i (ESI†).
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graphene foam scaffold technologies for brain tissue engineering,
in which strong cell adhesion and mass transport were
observed.58 This suggests that our scaffold geometry presents a
good option for tissue scaffolds, but does not rely on any complex
or potentially toxic processing techniques after the initial GO
synthesis.

Moreover, the weight-percentage of solids content of the
precursor dispersion affects the strut diameter and wall thickness
of the resulting foam. When a low weight-percentage has been
used, the foam structure is observed to be unstable and to
collapse easily. This provides a lower limit for the foam density,
and the initial weight-percentage of solids content of the
precursor dispersion should be chosen accordingly. While an
upper limit to the density has not been observed, it is postulated
that if too high an initial weight-percentage is used, then it will
lead to significantly denser foams; the average strut diameter and
wall thicknesses should increase, reducing both porosity and pore
interconnectivity and hence limiting the mass transport needed
for sufficient cell growth. This would inhibit cell motility and
proliferation throughout the structure. For optimal scaffold
properties, a trade-off must be found between loose, porous foams
for optimal cell movement and robust mechanical properties such
as stiffness for structural integrity. In this work, 2.00 wt% foams
with dry densities of around 20 mg cm�3 have proven to be
sufficiently biocompatible scaffolds which allow good cell
proliferation over the whole structure (Fig. 4a–c). This is observed

for different cell lines and several runs over different scaffold
densities, indicating good repeatability and biocompatibility over
a range of mechanical and morphological properties.

The rGO chemistry itself is shown to be suitably biocompatible
as shown by cell count, luminosity and absorbance data
(Fig. 4d–f). Two-way ANOVA tests, with Šı́dák’s multiple
comparisons tests, of the cell proliferation data show that there
is a statistical difference in cell number when comparing cells
in the presence of rGO to the control, with P r 0.05 for both
conditions. However, cell viability was greater than 95% for all
conditions (Fig. 4e inset), suggesting that the presence of rGO
does not significantly prevent the cells from being a sufficiently
viable, metabolically active biomass and confirming that the
rGO chemistry is not cytotoxic to the cells, but may somewhat
slow their proliferation rate. This decrease in growth rate may
be linked to the differentiation process, whereby metabolic
changes cause proliferation to slow in order to enable
differentiation59 – but further studies are required to confirm
this. It is important to note that the cell count experiments were
undertaken using thick films of rGO on a PET substrate as
opposed to samples of the rGO foam scaffold. This is because
isolating the cells from the foam to count them after culture is
not possible – the cells become too ingrained within the porous
structure that they cannot be removed to provide a reliable
count. From the data obtained on the rGO films, we have
shown good chemical biocompatibility, and from SEM images

Fig. 5 Evidence of an intercellular network of vessel-like long-range connective structures developing within glioblastoma cultures grown on rGO foam
scaffolds. (a)–(c) Optical micrographs of long-range connections made by cells around the rGO foam scaffold, bridging between separate masses of
cells. (d)–(f) SEM images of U87 cells on our rGO foam scaffolds, false coloured for clarity. In these images, clear long-range structures akin to those
associated with vascularisation are evident. SEM images without additional false colouring are provided for reference in Fig. S4ii (ESI†).
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of the cells on the foam scaffolds we see that the porous foam
morphology does not inhibit cell growth or motility – and we
therefore conclude that the rGO foams are inherently biocom-
patible, and viable cell scaffolds.

Interestingly, long-range cell connections and high levels of
colony interactions are observed throughout the entire structure,
possibly due to the three-dimensional nature of the scaffold, as
connections need to be maintained across dimensions (Fig. 5).

The high level of porosity and connectivity within the scaffold
implies that it enables successful cell interaction on a multi-
dimensional level, where the cells can communicate60 throughout
the whole structure and are not limited to surface signalling;
an inherent limitation of two-dimensional technologies. This
possibly results in a suitable environment for the formation of
vessel-like structures, that may, in part, be made up of micro-
tubules or even tunnelling nanotubes61 which would aid the

Fig. 6 Evidence of spontaneous neovascularisation of GBM on rGO foam scaffolds, without the use of targeted growth factors beyond fetal bovine
serum. (a) and (b) Optical, and fluorescence imaging respectively, of GBM cells that had been stained to highlight expression of CD34, typically exhibited
by endothelial cells. These show cell fluorescence and scaffold non-fluorescence, and hence presence and distribution of cells as an indicator of healthy
cell proliferation, as well as potentially evidencing the change of phenotype of GBM cells. (c) SEM image of a long-range connective structure formed
spontaneously by HUVEC cells, as well as other HUVEC cells that have grown upon the scaffold. (d) SEM image that appears to show a feature resembling
a sprout emerging from another spontaneously-formed HUVEC-derived vessel-like structure. Sprouting is indicative of neovascularisation and
angiogenesis. (e) SEM image showing a network of long, connected vessel-like structures formed from GBM cells from the LN18 cell line. The inset
shows a zoomed-in view of the LN18 cell culture, highlighting what appears to be evidence of intussusception and therefore a potential change of
phenotype in the LN18 cells. (f) SEM image showing the connection point of an LN18 vessel-like structure to the rGO scaffold, with a zoomed-out view
showing longer vessel-like structure inset. SEM images without additional false colouring are provided for reference in Fig. S4iii (ESI†).
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growth of a tumour mass. This vessel-like connection formation is
not well observed62 in literature, and the precise role of micro-
tubules in cancer is not well understood;63 their potential
presence in our cultures may indicate that the rGO scaffold is
an accurate facsimile of in vivo tissues, and it may also be typical
of how successful GBM is in forming a connected tumour cell
mass. This in vitro analogue could therefore present a new
opportunity to study how tumour masses develop in the body
which is cheaper and less technically challenging than previous
technologies, and could potentially reduce the need for animal
models. Additionally, whilst many drugs target vascularisation and
microtubule formation,64 our scaffold opens up the possibility of
further testing and developing drugs that target these phenomena
by testing on accurate synthetic in vitro analogues.

Fluorescence microscopy of stained U87 cells (Fig. 6a and b)
demonstrates substantial expression of CD34 proteins throughout
the cell culture. The arrows therein indicate that the scaffold itself
isn’t stained, so the observed fluorescence is not an artefact of any
absorbance of the fluorophore by the rGO scaffold. CD34 is
associated with endothelial progenitor cells65 however the U87
line is not typically considered to have an endothelial phenotype.
Hence, the observed expression of CD34 in the culture indicates
the potential occurrence of transdifferentiation to endothelial
cells – the cells from this line may have changed phenotype in
order to form intercellular connections throughout the tumour-
like mass. Notably from the cells cultured on our rGO foam
scaffolds, spontaneous formation of vessel-like long-range
connective structures is seen (Fig. 6c). Further, in the cancer cell
lines we observe features that appear similar to those associated
with advanced angiogenesis, such as sprouts (Fig. 6d) and intus-
susception – a type of angiogenesis whereby a vessel will split to
form a new vascular branch66 (Fig. 6e and inset) – however, further
investigation would be required to determine the nature of these
structures. There are also instances of long-range connections
between cell sites (Fig. 6f) which may represent intercellular com-
munication throughout all dimensions of the scaffold.

These observations, as well as the observed expression of
CD34 suggests that at least some tumour cell lines may be able
to change phenotype and generate endothelial cells to support
the growth of the malignancy. We observe the same structures from
primary human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) grown
on our scaffold. Unlike the GBM cell lines, one would expect
HUVECs to naturally form endothelial cells and the observed
vessel-like structures without needing to change phenotype. With
further investigation, the scaffold technology developed in this
work could help to identify whether different types of tumours
evade intensive combination treatments such as chemo- and radio-
therapy by spontaneously changing phenotype.

Conclusions

Tailored tissue scaffolds are pivotal to the future of tissue
engineering and will enable deeper understanding of diseases
such as cancers. In this work, we have developed a three-
dimensional porous rGO foam tissue scaffold via simple

lyophilisation and thermal reduction of commercially available
graphene oxide. Our scaffold has favourable biocompatibility,
morphology, and electrical conductivity, as well as tuneable
mechanical properties and so can be optimised to suit specific
cell lineages as desired. In particular, we have obtained a range
of mechanical stiffnesses comparable to those of brain tissues,
and as such our scaffold is well suited to cells that naturally
grow upon soft tissues in vivo.

After developing cell cultures from multiple cell lines on our
rGO scaffold, cell counts suggest sufficient chemical bio-
compatibility and good cell viability, albeit with a somewhat
reduced proliferation rate. This change in proliferation may be
linked to some occurrence of differentiation of the cells on our
scaffold. Moreover, from GBM cells grown as monocultures, a
network of long-range three-dimensional intercellular connections
and tubular structures were observed throughout the entirety of the
scaffold. These connections may represent a means of intercellular
communication throughout the three-dimensional extent of the
tumour-like mass, which cannot be observed in two-dimensional
substrates. The observed tubular structures could feasibly be of
vascular or tunnelling nanotube phenotypes, and early evidence
suggests that there could be some form of spontaneous endothelial
cell generation occurring within the GBM cell lines on our scaffold.
We observe protein expression in GBM cell lines such as U87 which
is usually associated with endothelial cells and not GBM. This
observation presents evidence that these cells had undergone an
unprovoked change of phenotype without the use of any targeted
growth factors. These observations could provide new insight into
the spontaneous processes involved in the rapid proliferation and
plasticity of cancers such as GBM as they would occur in vivo, and
therefore how robust these cancers are to even the most aggressive
of intensive treatment regimes.

This work offers a new uniquely simple, synthetic and
reproducible in vitro method of examining the plethora of
processes involved in the behaviours that lead to rapid cancer
cell proliferation and tumour success – a result that marks an
improvement over existing two-dimensional technologies.
Our scaffold is simple, cheap, scaleable, and does not rely on
any specific external growth factors that could mask any
potentially important phenotypic behaviours of the cells under
study, which is a substantial benefit over some existing three-
dimensional technologies. Further, the scaffold is entirely
synthetic and three-dimensional, providing an alternative test
bed and thereby could, with further development, reduce the
need for animal models. With significant further investigation,
it could be used to both further our understanding of, and pave
the way for the development of new theranostics against
cancers such as GBM by targeting the underlying mechanisms
that support their growth.
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